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Deliver a Personal Workspace to Every User
Ivanti® Environment Manager, powered by
AppSense, decouples user settings and manages
them separately from the desktop, allowing
portability across devices. The result? Faster
logons and personalized workspaces that users
love, with less work for you.

Unlock Your IT Service Desk

§

Ensure a Consistent User Experience
Deliver consistent and optimal experiences with
Office 365 using actions and attributes for items
such as Outlook signatures, printing, drive access,
menu items, and shortcuts. When customization is
needed, we offer curated personalization
templates to ensure your users’ data is available
across sessions.

§

§

Environment Manager personalization
provides:

§
§

Fast logon times

§

A secure desktop environment that adapts based
on user context

Seamless Migration to Windows 10

A fully personalized workspace experience,
regardless of location or device

Use Environment Manager Policy to:

Personalization is OS-independent, ensuring a
consistent experience across platform and
devices (physical/VDI/DaaS). Control migration
and Windows 10 features with our contextual
policy engine.

§

Enforce policy in real time throughout the user
session, not just at login

§

Boost Productivity

Help meet corporate and industry-based
compliance mandates such as HIPAA, FINRA,
and PCI

§

Apply configuration settings in parallel for optimal
user experience.

Accelerate logon times by employing our Just-inTime execution to replace legacy scripts and
Group Policies. Empower your users with a simple
self-service workflow.

§

On-demand Personalization and Contextaware Policy Controls

Stay in Compliance
Easily apply highly granular policies specific to
each user to comply with corporate and industrybased mandates.
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“Without Environment Manager, we wouldn’t
be able to deliver a truly personal desktop to
our users.”
Joe Jabbour, Manager, End User Computing at Willkie, Farr &
Gallagher
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Key Feature: Easy Onboarding of
Applications and User Profiles
Ivanti Environment Manager is the only enterprise solution
that enables standardized workspace environments to be
fully personalized, all centrally controlled without the need
for cumbersome Group policies, profiles, or scripts. Full
desktops can be configured and business rules applied ondemand, enabling complaint, personalized virtual
workspaces to be delivered quickly to thousands of users.
Environment Manager automatically self-heals files, registry
items, services, and processes in real time to prevent userintroduced actions from compromising system integrity.
Lockdown, secure, and control specific applications. When
migrating to the latest Microsoft Office release, policy control
functionality can be applied, preventing users from
connecting outside the corporate network when
unnecessary (such as printing and distributing documents
outside the network).

Key Feature: Flexible Control
Migrate user personalization settings quickly and
easily between physical and virtual workspaces. You
can migrate users from PC or server-based computing
environments to virtual desktops without having to recreate personalization settings. Profile data can also
be migrated between operating systems and
applications, enabling rapid workspace upgrades.

We get that ‘new computer smell’ daily, but
user experience and icons stay the same as
yesterday.”
James Brummet, Technical Director at El Camino Hospital

Key Feature: Service Desk Utility
One of the most common and time-consuming tasks for IT
support is resolving profile-related support cases. When
profile corruption occurs, users can’t work effectively and
often complain that “it worked yesterday.” Damaged or
corrupt profiles are typically dealt with by resetting the
profile and having users rebuild their personalization
settings from scratch.
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You can reduce support costs and the time repairing
damaged profiles by using our scheduled snapshots of the
profile and, if required, 'rolling back' to a previous known
good profile for a user on a per-application basis. This web
console enables admins to manage user settings at scale;
for example. you may need to update an Application Setting
for all your users.

Make users and IT more productive.
Eliminate lengthy log ons, corrupted profiles, and poor
application performance. Let us help you delight your users
with a solution that offers:

§

Contextual control
Applying just-in-time settings only when required
rapidly transforms the user experience.

§

Cloud-ready
Our agent technology and architecture enables
customers to migrate their settings as required for
their cloud and hybrid needs.

§

Enterprise scalability
Our solutions are proven to scale to more than
150,000 endpoints and incorporate industrystandard HA/DR best practices such as MS SQL
Always-On and Load Balancing.

Quick Start with Rapid Evaluation:
It's never been easier to try Ivanti for the first time with our
Rapid Evaluation mode option. Our installation process
takes care of all the heavy lifting. We also have a new
evaluation install option that gets you up and running with a
complete Ivanti installation in under 10 minutes.
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